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A B S T R A C T

Modern information technology has been utilized progressively to store and distribute a large amount of

healthcare data to reduce costs and improve medical facilities. In this context, the emergence of e-Health clouds

offers novel opportunities, like easy and remote accessibility of medical data. However, this achievement pro-

duces plenty of new risks and challenges like how to provide integrity, security, and confidentiality to the highly

susceptible e-Health data. Among these challenges, authentication is a major issue that ensures that the sus-

ceptible medical data in clouds is not available to illegal participants. The smart card, password and biometrics

are three factors of authentication which fulfill the requirement of giving high security. Numerous three-factor

ECC-based authentication protocols on e-Health clouds have been presented so far. However, most of the pro-

tocols have serious security flaws and produce high computation and communication overheads. Therefore, we

introduce a novel protocol for the e-Health cloud, which thwarts some major attacks, such as user anonymity,

offline password guessing, impersonation, and stolen smart card attacks. Moreover, we evaluate our protocol

through formal security analysis using the Random Oracle Model (ROM). The analysis shows that our proposed

protocol is more efficient than many existing protocols in terms of computation and communication costs. Thus,

our proposed protocol is proved to be more efficient, robust and secure.

1. Introduction

In the modern era, technology has completely changed the way in

which patients are treated. Since the population is growing rapidly,

traditional methods of e-Healthcare (electronic healthcare) management

are proved unable to handle a large amount of medical data. Poor quality

of communication networks and lack of smart medical devices can delay

patient care, which could lead to severe damage to the patient’s health.

To tackle this situation, it is necessary to find smarter ways to integrate

traditional approaches of healthcare management with smart medical

equipment and modern communication technologies like 5G. The IoT

(Internet of Things) combined with 5G networks has opened up new

doors of possibilities in healthcare management. When patients are

connected to the internet, ordinary smart medical devices collect a large

amount of sensitive data, provide extra insights into the symptoms,

enable remote care immediately and provide patients more control over

their precious lives and their treatment. Moreover, smart sensors gather

critical health information like blood pressure, heartbeat, blood sugar,

and other indicators regarding the patient’s health. Then, this sensitive

information can be transmitted by using fast means like 5G communi-

cation technology to the remote e-Healthcare servers so that healthcare

professionals can diagnose, monitor, or treat the patient. Thus, the

combination of IoT and 5G will have remarkable functions in e-Health-

care management. The e-Healthcare infrastructure based on the IoT and

5G communication network is presented in Fig. 1. This figure demon-

strates how patients are diagnosed and treated remotely by doctors and

medical experts. They are connected through smart devices like high

definition cameras and high definition video conference systems and use

fast communication networks like 5G.

Similarly, conventional healthcare practices are revolutionized with

the improvement of Information and Communication Technologies

(ICT). This improvement helps us to provide healthcare services using

ICT [1,2] known as e-Health. A large amount of data, including radiology

images, sensors, genomics, as well as clinical and personal medical
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records, are produced in health monitoring by the e-Health industry. It

was estimated that the digital health data in 2012 was more than 500

petabytes, and in 2020, it is expected to reach 25000 petabytes [3,4]. A

large amount of e-Health data plays a great role to lower medical costs

and improve care quality.

The requirement to adopt cloud computing is compulsory because of

the increasingly higher demand for the constant availability and storage

of a large amount of e-Health data [2]. Software and hardware platforms

are shifted from cloud computing to third-party service providers, who

offer computing resources at a very low cost [2,5–7]. Cloud computing

has great potential in improving cooperation among various healthcare

providers. In addition, the transfer of massive e-Health data to clouds

detaches the various healthcare companies from managing many infra-

structure tasks. Usually, for managing and storing the massive amount of

e-Health data, e-Health clouds are used by various healthcare providers

[2].

The adoption of cloud computing causes various challenges, espe-

cially for protecting the privacy and security of the health data over

public communication channels from different attacks such as tampering

and eavesdropping [8–10]. The major issue to be solved is the mutual

authentication between the customer and the cloud server, which pro-

vides security to the sensitive e-Health cloud data to prevent it from

being accessed by illegal users [11,12]. The smart card, biometrics and

password are three factors of authentication which match this require-

ment perfectly by giving robust security. So, designing a three-factor

privacy-preserving authentication scheme for the e-Health cloud is

desired. And this paper concerns the design of a robust, efficient and

secure authentication scheme based on the three factors using ECC,

which preserves the required security features of existing schemes and

offers more security traits.

1.1. Related works

Usually, authentication protocols are based on one to three of the

parameters: customers’ biometric characteristics, password, and smart

card. In Internet applications, the password is used as an authentication

parameter. Lamport [13] proposed an authentication protocol based on a

password for the validity of the users via the public channels in 1981.

Subsequently, many password-based authentication protocols have been

introduced. However, these protocols have many susceptibilities and

cannot prevent the offline password guessing attack.

Refs. [14–18] developed some two-factor authentication protocols

that consist of a smart card and a password to solve the above issue.

However, if the smart card is lost, then any user can extract the data

stored in it. In order to overcome such issues, some three-factor

authentication protocols which integrate the smart card, identity, bio-

metrics and password in the authentication phase are developed [19].

Without the password, the smart card, and customers' biometrics, one

cannot pass the verification process of the legitimate server.

Lee et al. [19] introduced a three-factor authentication protocol based

on biometric in 2002. However, this protocol was susceptible to the

impersonation attack. So Lin and Lia [20] presented a new enhanced

protocol without an authentication table and an efficient password

change phase.

In 2012, Chen et al. [21] introduced an authentication protocol for

mobile devices with three factors. Khan et al. [22] revealed that Chen

et al.’s protocol was prone to the offline password guessing threat, so they

introduced an enhanced scheme. Very recently, an authentication

scheme with three factors was presented by Tan [23]. A three-factor

authentication scheme for the Telecare Medical Information System

(TMIS) based on Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem (ECC) for the multi-server

environment was proposed by Yoon and Yoo [24].

In the protocols proposed in Refs. [19–21,25–31], the biometric

features stored in the smart card are compared with the captured bio-

metric features to check the legitimacy of the user. Their common flaw is

that they do not protect the privacy of the biometric template. Since the

biometric templates cannot be modified and removed, it is difficult to

protect the privacy of the biometric template. To fix this problem, Fan

and Lin presented a three-factor authentication protocol [32], which

preserves the privacy of biometric features but offers a poor password

modification phase.

After that, a generic framework was presented by Huang et al. [33] on

the basis of the fuzzy extractor [34] to improve authentication protocols

based on two factors to three factors. Li et al. [35] declared that Das’s

protocol had some security flaws and proposed a three-factor authenti-

cation scheme by the same approach. It was revealed by Li et al. [36] that

An’s protocol [31] was prone to denial of services and forgery attacks, so

they presented an ECC-based three-factor authentication protocol.

Mishra et al. revealed [37] that protocol of Li et al. was prone to

replay and offline password guessing attacks. A three-factor authentica-

tion scheme for devices based on Universal Serial Bus (USB) was intro-

duced by He et al. [38]. He and Wang proposed a three-factor

authentication protocol for a multi-server platform [39], which was

further enhanced by Odelu et al. [40]. Wu et al. [41] revealed that the

protocol of Khan et al. [22] did not provide user anonymity and was also

prone to the user masquerading attack. Then, they proposed a new

three-factor authentication scheme [41] by utilizing mobile devices.

In 2016, Park and Park [42] highlighted that the two-factor-based

authentication schemes of Chang et al. [43] were susceptible to the off-

line password guessing attack. They further proposed an improved

three-factor-based authentication scheme using ECC. In the same year,

Irshad et al. [44] presented an anonymous authenticated multi-server

key agreement scheme based on the chaotic map not involving the

registration center. Amin et al. [45] introduced an anonymous authen-

ticated multi-server protocol by using numerous registration servers in

2017. For achieving user anonymity, their scheme utilized a unique

identity. However, this unique identity has a flaw of repetition in every

login session. Therefore, the protocol does not attain user untraceability.

Reddy et al. [46] presented an Authentication Key Agreement (AKA)

for the multi-server paradigm in 2017. In 2019, Xu et al. [47] highlighted

that the protocol of Reddy et al. [46] was vulnerable to the privileged

insider attack and lacked users’ untraceability. They further presented an

improvement against these flaws. In 2018, Qi et al. [48] introduced a

biometric-based secure AKA scheme for the multi-server TMIS by using

ECC. Still, the scheme has an issue with managing the server’s public

keys. It can be concluded that most of the above-referred protocols either

have no important features or are insecure for some threats, showing that

it is not an easy task to design an efficient and secure authentication

protocol that preserves the user’s privacy.

1.2. Contributions

We introduce a lightweight, efficient, reliable and secure three-factor

Fig. 1. Generic view of e-Healthcare.
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biometric-based authentication protocol for e-Healthcare applications in

the IoT environment via 5G technology. Our protocol exhibits enhanced

security performance that is essential for the e-Healthcare environment.

Moreover, our protocol is made radically lightweight, making it more

applicable to the e-Healthcare system. We analyze the security of our

protocol against numerous security attacks. Furthermore, through a

formal approach using the Random Oracle Model (ROM), we verify the

correctness and robustness of our protocol.

2. Paper structure

The paper is structured in the following manner. Section 1 includes

the introduction. The organization of the paper is elaborated in Section 2.

In Section 3, mathematical preliminaries and commonly used notations

are described. Section 4 presents the proposed scheme with details.

Section 5 consists of formal and informal analyses of the proposed

scheme. Performance analyses are carried out in Section 6. At last, Sec-

tion 7 presents the conclusion.

3. Preliminaries

This section introduces the fuzzy extractor, hash function, and elliptic

curve cryptosystem used in this paper, whereas the notations we used in

this article are given in Table 1.

3.1. Threat model

In this model, according to the attacker’s capabilities, the following

suppositions are made:

1. Attackers can have full control over the public channel of communi-

cation. They can replay, capture, modify, delete a message, or insert a

new message.

2. Attackers have the capability to either access the user’s password or

steal the user’s smart card, both not alongside the user.

3. Anyone who has the user’s smart card can extract the important in-

formation stored in that card.

4. Attackers know public identities of every server and user.

3.2. Hash functions

By taking an input string O ¼ HðStringÞ of random size, fixed size

output is generated by hash. The generated output is called a hash code.

A little change in the value of string can cause a huge difference. A secure

hash function(one way) has the following specifications:

� If the string is described, O ¼ HðStringÞ can be found easily.

� If O ¼ HðStringÞ is described, it is impossible to find out the string.

� It is a mundane task to distinguish the input of String1 and String2 so

that hðString1Þ ¼ hðString2Þ. This property is called collision

resistance.

Definition 1 (Characteristics of collision resistance)

The secure hash function H(.) is predetermined for collision resis-

tance. The possibility that an attacker A can find a pair ðString1 6¼ String2Þ

as HðString1Þ ¼ HðString2Þ is separated to AdvHASH
A

ðtÞ ¼ Prb½ðString1;

String2Þ⇐rA : ðString1 6¼ String2Þ; HðString1Þ ¼ HðString2Þ�, where the

attacker is allowed to select a pair ðString1; String2Þ randomly. The at-

tacker’s perk is calculated against the random selections taken within the

polynomial time ðtÞ. Collision resistance concludes that AdvHASH
A

ðtÞ � 2 ,

whereas 2> 0, is an enough tiny value.

3.3. ECC

This subsection illustrates the elliptic curve equation Epðe; f Þ: c
2 ¼

d3 þ edþ f mod P, whereas ðd; cÞ 2 �WP and 4e3 þ 27f 2 modP 6¼ 0,

where P is a prime number, the size of P is � 160 bits. Both e and f are

used to define the curve. Point (c,d) over EPðe; f Þ verifies the above ECC

equation. A scalar product is acquired through repeated addition, e.g.,

nt ¼ tþ tþ tþ…þ tðntimesÞ, over a determined t, a point on EPðe; f Þ and

the multiplier n. The variables ðe; f ; t;P; nÞ should be a part of field FP. E is

called to be an abelian group.

Definition 2 (Logarithmic issues in elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem

(ECDLP))

ECDLP: Given two specified points over R;V 2 EPðe; f Þ, calculate n, a

scalar, so that R ¼ nV . The chances that the attacker can compute n

within polynomial timeðTÞ are described as AdvECDLPX ðTÞ ¼ prob½ðXðR;

VÞ ¼ x : xx2 WPÞ�. The ECDLP assumption concludes that

AdvECDLPx ðTÞ �2.

3.4. Fuzzy extractor

The arbitrary string R from the templates of biometric B can be

extracted by the fuzzy extractor [34] in an error-free way. R remains

constant with the use of the auxiliary string P if some other templates of

biometric B’ remain close to B. The fuzzy extractor contains two deter-

ministic and probabilistic reproduction procedures R ep and G en,

respectively.

� G enðBÞ ¼ ðR; PÞ. G en also gives the auxiliary string P an extracted

string R on B.

� R epðB’;PÞ ¼ R if B is almost the same as B’. R is recovered by R ep

from P, and B is almost similar to any template of biometric B’.

4. Proposed scheme

The proposed protocol is described in this section. The general view

of e-Healthcare is presented in Fig. 2. This figure shows that the user and

the server are connected to each other through the Internet. The server

registers the new user and issues a smart card to him. Whenever the user

wants to communicate with the server, he inserts his smart card into a

smart card reader. The smart card reader only verifies the legal users.

After successful verification of the smart card, the legal user can get

services provided by the server.

This process contains three phases, namely, registration, login and

authentication. Each phase is described below. The proposed scheme is

also demonstrated in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Infrastructure of IoT and 5G-based e-Healthcare environment.
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4.1. Registration phase

For the particular user A u, the registration is performed through the

following steps:

1. A uchooses the identity idu, password pwu and an arbitrary number ru,

and sends a request of registration to the server S R via a secure

channel.

fidu; hðpwukrukiduÞ� rug (1)

2. On receiving the message from A u, S R calculates the following

equation:

U* ¼ hðidu k PrisÞ � hðpwu k ru k iduÞ � ru (2)

and sends U* via a secure channel back to A u.

3. After receiving the message from S R , A u computes the following

equations:

U¼U* � ru (3)

U¼ hðidu k PrisÞ � hðpwu k ru k iduÞ (4)

V ¼ hðrukpwukiduÞ (5)

and stores the values fU;V; r u;hð:Þg in the smart card sc.

4.2. Login and authentication phase

The login process, in the proposed scheme, completes within three

steps. Once A u is registered to S R successfully, A u can send the login

request by the following steps:

Step 1: Firstly, A u inserts the smart card sc, inputs his idu, pwu, and

calculates V* ¼ hðrukpwukiduÞ. After calculating V*, A u verifies

V* ¼V. If it is not equal, the session will be aborted. Otherwise, A u

selects an arbitrary number α and computes the following equations:

A¼ αP (6)

X¼ idu � ðαPubsÞx (7)

Y ¼ hðidukAkhðpwujjrujjiduÞÞ (8)

Fig. 3. Proposed scheme.
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and sends the request message fX;Y ;A;Ug to S R .

Step 2: On obtaining the request message fX;Y ;A;Ug from A u, S R

calculates the following equations:

idu ¼X � ðPrisAÞx (9)

Ks ¼U � hðidu k PrisÞ (10)

Y* ¼ hðidukAkKsÞ (11)

After the above calculations, the server verifies Y* ¼Y . If this check is

not verified, then the session will be aborted. Otherwise, S R computes

the session key as follows:

sKs ¼ h
�

ðPrisAÞy k idu k h
�

idu k Pris
��

(12)

auths ¼ h
�

sKs k ðPrisÞy
�

(13)

After calculating auths, S R sends the challenge message to A u.

Step 3: On receiving the challenge message fauthsg from S R , the

user does the following calculations:

Ku ¼U � hðpwujjrujjiduÞ (14)

sKu ¼ h
�

ðαPubsÞykidukKu

�

(15)

auth*s ¼ h
�

idu k ðαPubsÞy k Ku k sKu

�

(16)

and checks auth*s ¼ auths. If the verification fails, then the session will be

aborted; otherwise, the following equation will be calculated:

authu ¼ h
�

idu
�

�jðαPubsÞyj
�

�KukksKu

�

(17)

Step 4: Finally, A u sends the response message fauthug to S R , cal-

culates the following equation:

auth*u ¼ h
�

idu
�

�ðαPubsÞy
�

�KukksKu

�

(18)

and checks auth*u ¼ authu. If this verification fails, then the session will be

aborted. Otherwise, both communicants agree on a shared common

session key.

4.3. Password modification phase

This phase provides the facility to A u so that he/she can update his/

her password on his/her ownwill. For this end, both A u and S R have to

execute the following steps. Moreover, the password modification pro-

cess is presented in Fig. 4.

Step 1: Firstly, A u inserts the smart card sc into the card reader. A u

then inputs idu and pwu.

Step 2: The smart card sc calculates V* ¼ hðrukpwukkiduÞ, and verifies

whether V* equals to V. If they are not equal, the smart card sc rejects

A u to change the password.

Step 3: Otherwise, A u enters a new password pwunew in the smart card

sc, and calculates the following equations:

Unew ¼U� hðpwunewÞ k ru k iduÞ� hðpwukrukiduÞ (19)

Vnew ¼ hðrujjpwunewjjiduÞ (20)

Finally, the smart card sc stores Unew;Vnew in place of U; V ,

respectively.

5. Security analyses

This part describes the formal and informal analyses of the proposed

scheme. These analyses authenticate the robustness and emphasize the

invulnerability of the proposed protocol against different attacks. We also

show that the proposed scheme’s security remains the same in different

possible situations. The details are given in the following subsections.

5.1. Informal security analyses

5.1.1. Mutual authentication

The authentication of S R at the user side is shown by the equation

auth*s ¼ auths. Only a legitimate S R can calculate auths because it in-

volves the server’s private key. Similarly, at the user’s side, auths includes

the session key, which involves idu concatenated with Ku. Furthermore,

Ku involves idu, password pwu, �authu ¼ hðsKu k αPubsÞy , sKu ¼

hððαPubsÞykidukKuÞ and Ku ¼ h� hðpwukrukiduÞ. So, the only legitimate

user A u can calculate the auth*u. Similarly, A u is authenticated by S R

through auth*u ¼ authu. As auth
*
u ¼ hðidu k ðPrisAÞ k Ks k sKsÞ involves the

server’s private key and hash function is also applied, it cannot be

calculated by an adversary. Therefore, our protocol provides mutual

authentication.

5.1.2. Server impersonation

In order to masquerade as the legal S R , an attacker A needs the

server’s secret key to compute Ks ¼ U � hðidu k PrisÞ. Moreover,

sKs ¼ hððPrisAÞy k idu k hðidu k PrisÞÞ can only be calculated after having

the server’s S R secret key. Similarly, the server’s S R signature

auths ¼ hðsKs k ðPrisAÞyÞ includes both the server’s S R secret key and

sKs. So, only the legitimate server S R can calculate all these values.

Hence, our scheme resists the server impersonation attack.

Fig. 4. Password update phase.
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5.1.3. User impersonation

Supposing an attacker A intercepts the login message fX;Y ;A;Ug, he

cannot alter the request message because X is sent through the public

channel that is dynamic for each session. Moreover, Y ¼

hðidukAkhðpwujjrujjiduÞÞ includes idu, pwu and hash function. Therefore,

our scheme resists the user impersonation attack.

5.1.4. No violation of user anonymity

In the login phase, A u sends a message through the public channel

where idu is not in the plain text. If adversary A intercepts the message,

he cannot get the idu because in X the random specific variable is

multiplied with the server’s public key. Furthermore, XOR is applied

between idu and the session-specific random number. Moreover, in Y, idu

is concatenated with A;V* and the one-way hash function. So, in our

scheme, there is no violation of user anonymity.

5.1.5. Stolen smart card attack

In our protocol, the smart card sc stores U ¼ hðidu k PrisÞ � hðpwu k

ru k iduÞ and V ¼ hðpwukrukiduÞ. No parameter can help an attacker A to

guess A ’us password and identity, or the secret parameters. So, if A gets

A ’us smart card sc, A will not get any benefit from the information

stored in the smart card sc. So, our protocol is secure against the stolen

smart card attack.

5.1.6. Stolen verifier and privileged insider attack

We do not maintain any database, and A u is authenticated by using

the server’s S R private key. Similarly, idu and pwu are not sent to the

server in the plain text through the public channel. So, our scheme resists

the stolen verifier and privileged insider attack.

5.1.7. No clock synchronization

No clock synchronization is needed because we use the session-spe-

cific random numbers for both A u and S R instead of a time-stamp.

5.2. Formal security analyses

5.2.1. Security model

In order to define the security model of the proposed protocol, a list of

games have been developed between S R and A . Supposing the j� th

entity of communicant A2 fX;Y ;A;Ug is shown as Πi
A and assuming that

Σ be a part of the protocol, A can send various queries in these games,

and S R will behave in the following manners:

� Send (Πi
Amg): If A sends a query containing message mg, then S R

executes the proposed protocol according to the order of steps and

displays all results.

� Reveal (Πi
A): After receiving the query generated by A , if Π

i
A is

considered valid and accepted, S R will display the sK; otherwise,

S R will return False.

� Corrupt (idu): Forward security is executed by using this query. If A

sends this query with the help of the user’s identity idu, S R will

return the secret key of user Au.

� Execute (Πi
UΠ

j
FNSHΠ

k
SC): The Execute query simulates and executes the

passive attack for A . S R shows the output messages of instances

Π
i
UΠ

j
FNSH ,Π

k
SC that are transmitted when the protocol is executed.

� Test (Πi
A): If the Test query is sent by A , it will randomly select bm2

f0; 1g, and A will get the sK involved in Π
i
A. Otherwise, a random

number having the same length as that of the random number is

chosen by S R and forwarded to A .

Definition 1. (partnership): If both of instances Π
i
A and Π

i
B have the

following traits, then we can claim that Π
i
A and Π

i
B are partners:1)

Information can be shared directly between Π
i
A and Π

i
B. 2) Π

i
A and Π

i
B can

share the same session key sK. 3) No instance other than Π
i
A and Π

i
B can

accept the sK.

Definition 2. (freshness): The instance will be considered fresh only if

Π
i
A satisfies the following traits:1) The sK has already been accepted by

Π
i
A.2). Before validation and acceptance, none of the communicants has

sent the queries. 3) The Reveal query has not been sent by Π
i
A or his

companions.

Definition 3. (sK freshness): sK is assumed to be fresh if both Π
i
A and

Π
i
B are fresh. Here, sK is the session key while Π

i
A and Π

i
B are partners.

Definition 4. (adversary’s advantage): Assuming that SucdðAÞ in-

dicates an event and A generates a fresh query Test(Πi
A) for the fresh

entityΠi
A and generates the output bm successfully, the AKA protocol Σ of

adversary can be written as

AdvAKA
Σ

ðAÞ¼ j3Pr½SucdðA Þ� � 1:5j (21)

Definition 5. (secure AKA): Assuming that AdvAKA
Σ

ðAÞ is an ignorable

function for any adversary in polynomial time, then the protocol Σwill be

considered as secure AKA.

5.2.2. Provable security

Further, we are going to explain that our proposed protocol is AKA-

secure under the security model discussed in the previous section.

Theorem 1. The proposed protocol cannot be broken by any adversary A

using ignorable probability.

Proof. This proof uses a set of game fusions that have been initiated by SA

0 and finish at SA 3,where A gains no advantage. For every SAyð0� y� 3Þ,

Sucdy is illustrated as a unique entity. A attempts to know bm successfully for

uniquely performed test sessions.

� Send QueryAu establishes a list called List. A may send for various Send

queries and S R will respond to all those queries as follows:

Send (Πi
UðSTRT;FNSHÞ): After getting this query, A u chooses a random

number αεZ*
p and calculates A ¼ αP, X ¼ idu � ððαPubsÞxÞ, Y ¼

hðidujjAjjhðpwukrukiduÞÞ and transmits the login request fX;Y ;A;Ug.

Send (ΠJ
FNSHN1): When S R gets this query, it calculates idu ¼

X � ðPrisAÞx, Ks ¼ U � hðidu k PrisÞ, Y
* ¼ hðidujjAjjKsÞ, for Y

* ¼ Y , sKs ¼

hððPrisAÞy k idu k hðidu k PrisÞ, auths ¼ hðsKs k ðPrisAÞyÞ and sends message

fauthsg.

� Corrupt Query: When A sends Corrupt Query with idu, S R answers in

the following way: after getting a query of Corrupt (id_u, smart card),

S R returns X to A .

� Execute (Πi
A, Π

j
FNSH, Πk

CS): After receiving this query, S R recovers all

of the communicated messages from the list and sends them back to A .

� Reveal: After A makes an inquiry, ifΠi
A is approved, S R forwards the sK

to A .

� Test Query: When A asks for Test (Πi
A), S R selects a random number r2

f0;1g. If r¼1, then S R sends sK to A ; otherwise, S R selects another

arbitrary number v and sends it to A .

Game SA 0: In this game, all numbers of A u 2 A u and S R 2 S R

are run using the random oracles. Using the definition of event Sucdy ,

which means that A attempts to know bm successfully using the Test

query, we achieve

AdtgΠ;DðAÞ¼ 3jPr½Sucd0� � 1:5j (22)
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Game SA 1: In this game, the random oracle maintains hash list hLs, in

which all records are available in the form of (OS,IS). SA 1 displays OP if

and only if a record (OS,IS) is presented in hLs. Otherwise, a randomly

selected OS2 f0;1g is sent to A , and a new record (OS,IS) is contained

within hLs. All entities, including A u and S R , execute Execute Query,

Send Query, SendServer, SendUser, Corrupt Query, Test Query and Reveal.

It’s very easily justified that the mentioned game is purely secure against

all possible attacks.

Σ¼ j2Pr½Sucd1�j � 1 (23)

Game SA 2: According to the discussion of SA1, this game includes all

of the executions. Moreover, this game is neglected due to the collision

among values of hash function hash and A . Using the paradox birthday,

the highest probability of collision among outputs of communicants is

ðqsend þ qexecÞ
2=2lengþ1, where hs is the highest number of hashed queries.

Likely, the highest chance of collision among outputs displayed by all

hashed oracles is q2hs=2
lengþ1, where qsend is the highest number of queries

that need to be sent to ROM, qexec is the highest possible number of

queries that need to be sent to oracle and leng shows the length of bits,

and we get:

jPr½Sucd2� �Pr½Sucd1�j �
q2hs þ ðqsend þ qexecÞ

2

2lengþ1
(24)

Game SA 3: The execution of all queries to Execute oracle has been

modified for the selected sessions in SA2. The calculation of sK is

modified for making it independent of PW and other related keys. After

that, ðΠi
a,X;Y ;A;UÞ is inquired. We further calculate sKs ¼

hððPrisAÞy k idu k hðidu k PrisÞÞ. After getting sK, we achieve the following

equation:

jPr½Sucd3� �Pr½Sucd2�j �
qhash

2FNSH
þ

qCS

jUDj
(25)

at the other side,

Σ¼Pr½Sucd3� ¼ 1:5 (26)

After getting the combination of all of the above equations, we get the

following results:

AdtgΠ;DðAÞ ¼ 3jPr½Sucd0� � 1:5j ¼

Σ ¼ j2Pr½Sucd1�j � 1 ¼

jPr½Sucd2� � Pr½Sucd1�j �
q2hs þ ðqsend þ qexecÞ

2

2
lengþ1

¼

jPr½Sucd3� � Pr½Sucd2�j ¼

�
qhash

2
FNSH

þ
qCS

jUDj
¼

Σ ¼ Pr½Succ3� ¼ 1:5

(27)

6. Performance analyses

The comparison of the security features of the proposed protocol and

related protocols [41,49–52] is shown in Table 2. It is quite clear that the

proposed protocol ensures resilience against attacks, such as user

impersonation, server impersonation, stolen smart card, stolen verifier

and privileged insider attack. The proposed protocol also offers ano-

nymity of users. Table 2 shows that the related protocols have some se-

curity flaws while the proposed protocol is secure against those flaws.

Here, we analyze the performance of our scheme. The operations

ðThð:Þ;T�;Tk;TP;TxÞ of the proposed protocol are implemented and

executed 10 times using PyCrypto library inside an ubunto 19.04, with a

2.60 GHZ processor and an 8 GB RAM on core i5 in Python programming

language. Moreover, all these specifications are also illustrated in

Table 3. The execution time of these operations ðTk and T�Þ is very short,

and that is why we do not include these operations to determine the

overall computation cost of the proposed system. The execution time of

operations Thð:Þ, Tx, TP is 0.0000000025, 0.00000029 and

0.0000000070 ms, respectively. The communication, computation and

storage costs of the proposed and related protocols [41,49–52] have been

displayed in Table 4. The execution time of all mentioned cryptographic

Table 1

Common used notations.

Common Notations Elucidation

A u User of the system

S R Service provider of the infrastructure

idu Specific user’s identity

pwu Identity of service provider

ru Random number that is chosen by Au

x;y Private key and number the server SR

Pris Private key of the server SR

Pubs Public key of the server SR

P Large prime number

Zp The nonzero integers modulus p

hð:Þ One-way digest function of hashing

A The Adversary

sc Smart card issued to each specific user

k Concatenation operator

� XoR operator

Table 2

Security comparison of the proposed & related protocols.

Protocol→

Security Features↓

Proposed [49] [41] [50] [51] [52]

Provision of user anonymity ✓ ⨯ ⨯ ✓ ✓ ✓

User impersonation attack ✓ ⨯ ⨯ ✓ ✓ ✓

Registration phase user

impersonation attack

✓ ✓ ⨯ ⨯ ✓ ✓

Server impersonation attack ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ⨯

No clock synchronization ✓ ⨯ ⨯ ⨯ ✓ ⨯

Insider attack ✓ ⨯ ✓ ✓ ✓ N/A

Mutual authentication ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

User impersonation attack

resilience

✓ ⨯ ⨯ ✓ ✓ ✓

Smart card stolen attack ✓ ✓ ⨯ ⨯ ⨯ ✓

Table 3

System specifications.

Item Specifications

System HP

Generation Core i5

RAM 8 GB

Processor 2.64 GHZ

Language Python

Library PyCrypto

Table 4

Overall computation of communication & storage costs.

Protocol Computation Cost Communication

Cost/bits

Storage

Cost/bits

Proposed 10Thð:Þ þ 3TP ¼ 0:000000046 ms 2112 672

[49] 10Thð:Þ þ 2Tx þ 6TP ¼ 0:000000647

ms

3296 1536

[41] 12Thð:Þ þ 4Tx þ 2TP ¼ 0:000001204

ms

3008 832

[50] 10Thð:Þ þ 4Tx þ 5TP ¼ 0:00000122

ms

2432 928

[51] 13Thð:Þ þ 2Tx ¼ 0:000000748 ms 3136 1536

[52] 15Thð:Þ þ 2Tx ¼ 0:000000618 ms 3232 1536
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operations is considered as follows:

� TP shows the execution time of the point multiplication.

� Tx represents the execution time of the symmetric encryption/

decryption.

� T� represents the execution time of the XOR operation.

� Th refers the execution time of the hash function.

� Tk shows the execution time of the concatenation operation.

The comparison of the total computation costs of the proposed pro-

tocol and related protocols is displayed in Fig. 5. The proposed protocol

and the related protocols are shown horizontally in the graph, and the

overall computation time (in milliseconds) displayed vertically. It can be

clearly observed that the computation cost of the proposed protocol is

less than that of all related protocols. The following assumptions are

considered for computing the storage and communication costs of the

proposed protocol: 160 bits are reserved for timestamps, random

numbers, identity and password; 256 bits are for hash function, and 512

bits are reserved for symmetric encryption and decryption. The compu-

tations of the storage and communication costs for the proposed and

related protocols are shown in Table 4.

The comparison of communication costs of the proposed protocol and

related protocols is shown in Fig. 6. The protocols are labeled horizon-

tally in the graph, and the numbers of bits required for communication

are labeled vertically. It can be seen that the proposed protocol takes

fewer bits for communication compared with all other related protocols.

Fig. 6 clearly shows the better performance of the proposed protocol.

Fig. 7 displays the comparison of storage costs of the proposed pro-

tocol and related protocols. The total numbers of bits needed for storage

are shown on Y axis in the graph, and all the protocols are displayed on

the X axis. It can be seen that the proposed protocol requires fewer bits

for storage than other related protocols. It is a trade-off between security

features and storage cost in order to make the protocol secure and better

in performance.

Fig. 5. Comparison of computation costs of the proposed protocol and related protocols.

Fig. 6. Comparison of communication costs of the proposed protocol and related protocols.
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At last, observing Tables 2 and 4, it can be concluded that the pro-

posed protocol takes fewer bits for communication and storage, and less

computation time is required compared with other related protocols.

Hence, the proposed protocol offers additional features of security that

the related protocols do not provide.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we illustrate the challenges of a practical three-factor

protocol in maintaining user confidentiality by taking into account many

existing protocols. The deficiencies of existing protocols are kept in mind

in the development of our novel protocol with enriched security aspects.

The proposed protocol not only presents a novel authentication but also

proves to be cost-effective in terms of computation cost and communi-

cation cost compared with many existing e-Health cloud authentication

protocols. The informal security analyses show that our protocol resists

major known security attacks. Moreover, the performance analysis and

formal security analysis show that our protocol offers auxiliary security

features. Consequently, our proposed protocol is proved to be efficient,

reliable and safe.
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